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Japan End of Days Night by Markpachi

Graphics
Coding
Overall
TOTAL

Cybaster
2
1.5
1.5
5

ExShadow
2
2
2
6

Tamez
3
3
3
9

TOTAL
7
6.5
6.5
20

Cybaster’s comments :
- Uncropped sprites in the SFF.
- RGB method everywhere, which doesn't make sense when the end product ends up being 90% blue.
- This causes lag : stage runs at 22fps for me.
- No depth at all because of lack of delta.
- Only blue. Blue everywhere. I want contrast somewhere !
- Not much happening beside some glow and water (?) moving slightly.
- Speaking of which, the glow around the full background is too thick and overall ugly.
- The basic coding is fine (well, my program generated it :P), the BlackJack trick is coded fine.
- Lightning disappears too slowly. Moon disappearing is... interesting (even though it doesn't make much
sense).

ExShadow’s comments :
+ Good concept idea, however your lack of experience is showing.
- Hardly any depth in the stage, you could have applied different deltas to the various layers.
- Very blurry effects.
- Uncropped sprites, caused lower FPS. Remember to crop your damn sprites.
- The camera movement is pretty bad. For characters with high jump they reached the top of the screen before
they reached the top of the stage. You should have used a lower floor tension and higher vertical follow.
- Afterimages left below the floor, because of no main background or use of mask = 0.

Tamez’ comments :
- Low FPS for me (25-30), probably due to uncropped sprites.
- Water could have been made more visible.

Planet Core by NoZ

Graphics
Coding
Overall
TOTAL

Cybaster
3.3
3.8
3.4
10.5

ExShadow
3.7
3.3
3.6
10.6

Tamez
4
3
4
11

TOTAL
11
10.1
11
32.1

Cybaster’s comments :
- Too much glowing and brightness for my tastes. Kinda kills my eyes to have all this green, especially the BG
"curtain" animation.
- Nice glowing (albeit too simple IMO) and sinusoidal motion for the blocks.
- The blocks kinda lack deltas IMO. There's a clear lack of depth in the stage.
- I really like the motion of the little green lights, really well done. However, I don't like the deltas given to
them, as they follow the characters really strangely each time the camera moves, and it doesn't make any
sense.
- Code is unreadable (apart from the part generated by my program :ninja:), whatever ...

ExShadow’s comments :
+/- A good sense of originality, and use of sprites. Honestly though, with your skills you could have done a lot
better.
- The tiled effect in the back is jumpy, you might have been able to find better effects to use.
- The fireflies are a nice touch, but the delta that is given is too high.
- Right now the stage lacks depth, it would have been nice if you added movement to the rocks by adjusting
their deltas.
- The camera movement is pretty bad. For characters with high jump they reached the top of the screen before
they reached the top of the stage. You should have used a lower floor tension and higher vertical follow.

Tamez’ comments :
- Missing tilespacing on animated stage items, probably causing a loss in desired effect.
- Typos in .def of this nature ([BG [BG LS5]). While they don't actually affect the stage, mistakes similar to that
can make stuff disappear, and there's more than one like that in the .def.

Sonic by SXVector

Graphics
Coding
Overall
TOTAL

Cybaster
3
1.5
1.8
6.3

ExShadow
2.2
2
2.2
6.4

Tamez
1
1
0
2

TOTAL
6.2
4.5
4
14.7

Cybaster’s comments :
- Sonic is not a nice name for a stage. o_o
- Graphically, the BG is very nice, albeit lacking animation. However, rain+snow is too much. If anything, the
snow should have appeared only in the back, near the mountains.
- Dr Eggman in old-school style clashes a lot.
- Coding : anims are fine, but the sliding man! THE SLIDING !!! If you're gonna use a localcoord of 640,480, you
need delta=1,1 for the floor, not 2,2.
- Also, fight starts on the left of the stage. While I can understand this for a very long stage, to make it look like
a platformer, the stage is not very wide here, and you should have just made it symmetric.
- When seeing the screenshots, I was really excited by a sort of Sonic Remix HD, but this clearly isn't the case
right here. :(

ExShadow’s comments :
+ Good concept idea, though I felt as if it were a bit half assed.
+ I really like how colorful the stage is.
+/- The effects are nice, but nothing fancy.
- I'm not going to ask why the hell the characters are sliding on the floor. Study your deltas more.
- There is little to no depth in this stage, you could have tried layering up the background.
- Why are there uncropped sprites in the .sff? Crop your damn sprites.
- With there being snow, you could have applied an effect where the snow starts sticking to the grass/ground.
- Lightning when it's snowing?

Tamez’ comments :
- EVERY SINGLE DELTA IS WRONG DID YOU EVEN TRY THE STAGE?
- Eggman disappears on the right side because you make him an animation for some reason, but didn't place
him correctly in the .sff file to account for that. WHY IS HE A ONE SPRITE ANIMATION?
- Group 19 (Sonic) in the .sff but not the stage.
- Lighting animations have several sprites of just nothing in them except 0 color.

Helipad by LM_Maverik

Graphics
Coding
Overall
TOTAL

Cybaster
4.5
3.2
4.2
11.9

ExShadow
4
3.4
3.7
11.1

Tamez
3
2
3
8

TOTAL
11.5
8.6
10.9
31

Cybaster’s comments :
- Apart from the BG image of the city maybe, everything was created from scratch, which is of course very
impressive. :D Loving the choice of colors and overall graphics. Helicopter is impressive!
- Coding-wise, some problems : stage is not symmetric (boundleft != -boundright), resetbg is set to 1 (makes
more sense to have it at 0).
- Some sliding on the floor for the character. I understand how hard it is to get the good parameters to not
have any sliding, but there's still a little.
- Having topscale at a value different from 1 unfortunately scales the chars but not the explods, leading to
some odd looking stuff. Not too noticeable here, but still.
- Nitpicking : if the newspaper is flying so much, then the rain shouldn't be vertical but diagonal to the right.
- The quantity of ground water splashes doesn't seem to match the amount of rain IMO. There should be more
splashes (or less rain).
- More could have been done with the news paper. We can easily see the pattern here. Separating each
animation and giving different vels and some sinusoidal motion would have been nice.
- Would have been nice to have the camera move higher (well, actually, be able to move Y-wise). Especially
since the helicopter doesn't appear entirely.
- Sprites are not cropped in the SFF. Would save space and memory.
- For a 3D stage, I think you put too many elements too far in the BG, which kinda removes the "feel" of the 3D,
since the stage could have almost been done with parallax at this point, and the 3D effect on the stuff behind
the army guys is not so noticeable.
- Despite all these flaws, this is a very nice stage. Some little fixes and more complexity for some stuff, and it'll
be perfect. :)

ExShadow’s comments :
+ Good concept idea, and sense of originality.
+ I like the movement of the helicopter in the back.
+ I'm always amazed as to how you make these sprites/graphics.

+/- The paper flying off the floor is a nice touch. However, I think it would be better coming from the side of
the screen.
- The characters are sliding on the floor as well as the water effect.
- While the light effects are nice, I think you could have made them animate a bit smoother.
- The reflection is a bit strong. I think you could get away with taking it down at least 10 notches.
- Why are there uncropped sprites in the .sff? Crop your damn sprites.
- A lot of unneeded text left in the .def file.

Tamez’ comments :
- Uneven bounds.
- Unnecessarily masking animations.
- Unnecessary verticalfollow.
- Sprite 4,0 way bigger than needs to be. Also shouldn't be masked.
- Bad delta on Spriteno = 11,0.

Ancient Swamp by xX-Nero-Xx

Graphics
Coding
Overall
TOTAL

Cybaster
3.4
3.4
3.5
10.3

ExShadow
2.8
3.2
3
9

Tamez
4
3
4
11

TOTAL
10.2
9.6
10.5
30.3

Cybaster’s comments :
- A problem makes the chars stand in the water in Winmugen. Works fine in 1.0.
- Floor is symmetric. BLEH !!!
- I don't understand why the branch would glow when the statue does.
- More splashes near the border of the water, to show the water is hitting the border, would have been nice.
- Animations are nice (water, portal). Glowing is a little simple (just a Gaussian blur or the border it seems).
Shaking is a nice touch and makes sense.
- Butterflies, ray of light and other things to give more life would have been cool.
- Coding is fine (BlackJack trick, shaking, long animation), apart from the standing in the water problem.
Nothing too fancy.

ExShadow’s comments :
+ Good concept idea.
+ Nice execution.
+ Good camera movement.
- Why are the characters standing so high in Winmugen? You should fix this.
- The characters slide up from the floor when you play it in Mugen 1.0. It happens when one of the characters
start jumping.
- The splashes look bad, because they are cut at the bottom. You could have applied some light blur to the
bottom.
- You could have made the edges of the glow on the head and floor look smoother if you had used a slight blur,
and applied a slight inner glow to them.
- I'm not very fond of the shadow as you can see it over the water.
- You could have edited the bridge a bit more so that it didn't look mirrored.
- You can't see the reflection of the glow on the head in the water.
- I honestly don't like how the vortex lit up around sprite 9,75 without there being a slight flash to the screen.

Tamez’ comments :
- The main focus of the stage, the opening door, isn't done right. Door and light have different loops.
- Sprite 3,3 would have been better as two images. There are others like this.
- Boundhigh is wrong (-81).
- BGCtrl error (ctrlid = 2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12) that's 11 ids, so the last one doesn't shake.
- Dat zoffset error in WinMugen.

Observation V by Flamekyo

Graphics
Coding
Overall
TOTAL

Cybaster
3.3
2.5
2.7
8.5

ExShadow
2
2.5
2.3
6.8

Tamez
2
2
2
6

TOTAL
7.3
7
7
21.3

Cybaster’s comments :
- I like the graphics : the planet in the BG with the flames is very pretty, with good contrast between colors. The
hexagonal effects on the "window" are pretty too.
- Floor completely lacks depth and perspective, as all elements have the same size whether they're far or close.
This is the kind of floor which should have parallax.
- Scanlines ? Why ?
- The screen with text should be animated, with the text scrolling.
- Some sprites don't seem to be cropped.
- Coding is average : used my stage tool then added very long looping animations. Nothing special nor worthy,
but at least there isn't any bug.
- The idea should be expanded much further, as the stage is pretty boring, albeit nice looking. Planet could
come closer to show the ship is coming close. There could be red flashes, an explosion and envshake, then
flames, to show the ship is being attacked or something. Have some action !

ExShadow’s comments :
+/- The concept is pretty nice, but I feel as though it were half assed.
- On both sides of the stage the floor looks as if it's cut off.
- Why the uncropped sprites left in the .sff file?. Crop your damn sprites.
- The black space at the top is kind of a turn off, you could have added lights or something up there to make it
more interesting.
- The perspective of the floor is pretty bad, you could have added perspective to the diamonds, and blended
them into the floor.
- While I admit the effects on the monitors are kind of nice, the perspective is off. The monitors are slanted,
but some of the effects are not.
- The camera movement is pretty bad. For characters with high jump they reached the top of the screen before
they reached the top of the stage. You should have used a lower floor tension and higher vertical follow.

Tamez’ comments :
- Bounds are off, but the stage isn't centered so who knows the right values...
- RGB still done incorrectly, and while we can't see the errors it produces currently, if we could see up to the
edge of the unnecessarily large background sprites we would.
- "Observation" at the beginning badly cleaned.
- Floor perspective is kinda off.

Limbo by Davismaximus

Graphics
Coding
Overall
TOTAL

Cybaster
3.8
3.3
3.6
10.7

ExShadow
3.2
3.5
3.4
10.1

Tamez
5
4
5
14

TOTAL
12
10.8
12
34.8

Cybaster’s comments :
- Very nice and original looking stage. Would be even better if a stage could set the palFX of a character, but
hey, no Davismaximus' fault...
- Coming from a platformer, I would have waited for a much wider stage, it's kinda limited here.
- I like the little glowing animations a bit everywhere, and the different X deltas given to the little lights. Makes
it look dynamic when the camera moves.
- Loving the effect around the screen too.
- Coding is fine. Nothing super fancy, but not a very simple stage either. Base was done with my stage tool it
seems.

ExShadow’s comments :
+ Great sense of originality.
+ Like how you gave each particle their own velocity.
- A couple of the particle deltas are too low. The movement is unnatural.
- While the grass animation in the front is nice, it's kind of distracting during the battle.
- You can see through the ground base of a couple trees.
- You could have used a higher vertical Follow, and a lower floor tension to make the camera feel less stiff while
jumping.

Tamez’ comments :
- Fog tiling spacing error.
- The hanging cage could have used a more unique delta to set it apart from the rock.

Azit by Pal

Graphics
Coding
Overall
TOTAL

Cybaster
2.8
2.5
2.5
7.8

ExShadow
2.5
2.5
2.5
7.5

Tamez
4
3
3
10

TOTAL
9.3
8
8
25.3

Cybaster’s comments :
- Nothing much to say about this stage. Overall it's not a bad stage at all, but has nothing exceptional to it.
- It's quite small.
- Floor is really little too. Expanding it slightly would have been nice, and adding parallax too.
- No glarring bug spotted.
- The change of lighting in the sky is interesting, but needs more work to it to make it interesting. Plus, it
doesn't make much sense as is.
- Why are there scanlines in the sky ? It gives a special feeling, but doesn't make any sense.
- Little bonus for managing gradients in Mugen without them looking horrible and full of colorloss.

ExShadow’s comments :
+/- While the idea was nice, the stage felt a bit empty.
+ The sun hiding behind the cloth was pretty clever.
- The zoffset is too low, the characters could stand a bit lower.
- You could have Photoshopped the clouds to tile, and added a slight vel to the clouds instead of keeping them
static.
- The camera felt a bit stiff, with the boundhigh as low as it was you could have lowered the vertical follow and
floor tension.
- A lot of unneeded text left in the .def file.

Tamez’ comments :
- Boundleft/right are wrong (-192,192).
- I'd have preferred the zoffset to be slightly closer to the bottom of the stage.
- Floorsprite is much larger than it needs to be.
- Scanlines seem odd to only be on sky.
- Shooting stars in the day and fog seem odd. I saw neither in the vid I looked up of the source anyway.

England (KOF13) by evilakuma1000

Graphics
Coding
Overall
TOTAL

Cybaster
4.2
4
4.1
12.3

ExShadow
4
3.6
3.6
11.2

Tamez
5
3
3
11

TOTAL
13.2
10.6
10.7
34.5

Cybaster’s comments :
- I don't have KOF13, so I can't comment on accuracy at all, but will just judge the stage based on visual
inspection.
- A LOT of animations, all correctly set up, BGCtrls for sin motion, etc. Very tedious and well put together.
- Bounds are badly set up. Boundhigh could be at -150. Boundleft/right could be set to +/-640 if you realign the
floor a little so the fence isn't cut on the right. Because of that, you miss some BG elements (sky at the top,
signs and bus on left/right).
- Deltas are not perfect. I feel the bus should have some deltas compared to the ground, but especially the
sky/city in the back should really move compared to the rest to give more depth. An X delta of 0.8 feels pretty
good IMO.
- Why is Chris static ? Heh, might be source accurate, dunno.
- Overall, a few fixes, and it'll be perfect. :)

ExShadow’s comments :
+/- Good concept idea, but lacks originality.
+ You've gotten a lot better at coding, impressive.
- I honestly think the characters could stand a bit higher. You can adjust the Zoffset to fix this (obviously).
- On the far right of the stage, that man in the white shirt, his foot is below the KOF Gate. I'm surprised you
didn't catch that.

Tamez’ comments :
- Bounds are off, but the stage isn't centered right so the proper values (-639,632) won't help much.
- You could have at least accounted for 640x480 users by simply covering up the holes so they don't smear.
- One of your background controllers is done incorrectly. It also isn't assigned to anything, but was it supposed
to be?

Beach (TMNT3) by basara-kun

Graphics
Coding
Overall
TOTAL

Cybaster
2
2
2
6

ExShadow
3.3
3.3
3.3
9.9

Tamez
3
2
2
7

TOTAL
8.3
7.3
7.3
22.9

Cybaster’s comments :
- Hard to give a graphical note, since we know it comes from a NES game, and it's here for the nostalgia value
more than for the beauty. No deltas, gradients, colors, etc. Hey, it's source accurate.
- Debugbg was left to 1.
- Mugen 1.0 DEF file is missing parameters such as overdrawhigh or cutlow.
- All the interest of the stage could have come from the Turtles and possible enemies in the background.
They're static and poorly animated while the minimum would have been to make them walk back and forth
with some BGCtrls. Afterwards, making enemies comes and fighting them as in Tamez' unreleased stage is
kinda what I would have wanted for this kind of competition...

ExShadow’s comments :
+ Great idea for a stage, although it is lacking originality
- While I like the idea of each of the turtles characters appearing in the stage, it would've been nice if you had
added in some enemies, and maybe one or two of the turtles fighting them. Right now the stage feels a bit
empty.

Tamez’ comments :
- DebugBG left on.
- Bounds are off (-588, 588), but fixing them means the zoffset sould be lower to the bottom now.
- Placed the same animation several times instead of tiling it. Masked said animations. :(
- Not really three layers.

Darkstalkers USA by Caddie

Graphics
Coding
Overall
TOTAL

Cybaster
3.5
4.8
4.4
12.7

ExShadow
3.9
4.6
4.3
12.8

Tamez
4
5
5
14

TOTAL
11.4
14.4
13.7
39.5

Cybaster’s comments :
- Well, we know how much work went into this one, with the looping cat animations, the flickering lights and
all. Truly amazing and inspiring, as usual. :)
- Not much to say graphically-wise, it's accurate, not one of my favourite stages, but still is very pretty.
- p1/p2startx is set to +/-80 instead of 70. Can't remember if it's Capcom accurate or not, but can fuck up some
intros.
- Resetbg is set to 1. Shouldn't it be set to 0 ?
- Cats seem to be sliding a little wrt the floor, because of the parallax.
- Stage is very nice, best version of the stage, hands down. I actually don't know if the little flaws I found come
from the game or are little mistakes by Caddie. Whatever, this is a work of art.

ExShadow’s comments :
+/- While the concept of the stage is nice, it lacks originality.
+ Good use of parallax, almost everything feels natural.
+ Nice execution.
- While I know those sprites come from a game, you could have at least edited the backdrop part so it doesn't
look cut on the top left side.
- While I did say good use of parallax one or two of the cats are sliding on the floor.
- A lot of unneeded text left in the .def file.
- The fact that certain characters can't hook to the walls on the side when they reach the ends of the stage is
kind of annoying, but I assume you made it that way on purpose.

Tamez’ comments :
- Sprite 8,99 WTF

Pocket Cathedral by DrStrange

Graphics
Coding
Overall
TOTAL

Cybaster
4
2.8
3.7
10.5

ExShadow
4.4
3
4
11.4

Tamez
3
3
3
9

TOTAL
11.4
8.8
10.7
30.9

Cybaster’s comments :
- A stage entirely made from scratch with its own music, that's impressive. :) Well done!
- Animations for the fountain, deltas, etc. Cool!
- Looks like it's a drawing that has been painted, then had its size reduced to make a stage. Would have
prefered real pixel art, but I'm just asking too much here. :P
- The floor perspective is really bad. :( There's basically no perspective, and looks like we're looking at it from
the top, like old Zelda games.
- Junction between floor and buildings has some wrong pixels a bit everywhere (especially on the left). A few
light grey pixels can be seen on the cathedral too, where they don't belong.
- Only the gargoyle has its eyes glowing in red. I would have added this too all statues, but they'd be doing it
one after the other, then several at the same time, then all at the same time, and loop.
- Too bad the fog in front of the buildings is on the same layer. Would have been MUCH better if separated and
given its own velocity, with an old-school style flickering.
- I'm not convinced by the sky. The shape of the elements is fine, but colors don't blend super well, and I don't
really understand what the animation is representing.
- Debugbg was left at 1.
- p1/p2startx should be at +/-70.

ExShadow’s comments :
+ Great concept and sense of originality.
+ Good camera movement.
+ I really like the water.
+ I'm amazed at the way you drew the sprites. I like the cartoony look.
- I would have liked it more if the fog moved.
- You probably could have animated the man in the coat somewhat.

Tamez’ comments :
- DebugBG left on.
- Boundhigh is wrong (-40).
- Masking your background sprite.
- One stage that could have actually used animated fog...

Power of the Christ by Jeanbureau

Graphics
Coding
Overall
TOTAL

Cybaster
4.4
3.3
4.1
11.8

ExShadow
3.8
3.5
3.6
10.9

Tamez
4
3
3
10

TOTAL
12.2
9.8
10.7
32.7

Cybaster’s comments :
- As usual with Jeanbureau, the stage is graphically top-notch. The animations are very nice and unique.
- The pillar of light feels a little too bright though, and can distract from the fight.
- Some colorloss is noticeable in the sky.
- I also think the concept could have been extended a little further, with the sky being light blue with sun,
slowly turning dark and red, before the pillar appears. That would give an even more apocalyptic touch to the
stage.
- One big coding mistake : there's a whole line at the bottom that appears in pink (with debugbg=1) when
there's an envshake or when the screen moves when the pillar of light is present.
- "Sub" in animation definition is not a regular parameter. "S" is enough.
- Rest of the coding is fine. Nothing super fancy, long animations and use of zoffsetlink to make the stage
shake. Base was done with my stage tool, nothing wrong here.

ExShadow’s comments :
+ Good concept idea.
+ Camera movement is okay, but could use a bit less floor tension.
+ Good use of the black jack method.
+ Nice execution.
+ Good sense of originality.
- While the effects are nice, they are a bit much.
- Some unneeded code left inside the .def file
- The shaking is nice, but the sprites move up too far. Your stage comes up to far which leaves the bottom
uncovered. You could move the sprites down one or two pixels to fix this.

Tamez’ comments :
- Bounds are wrong. Every single one of them.
- Left and right are -140,140, and high is -180.
- Mind you -180 is a value only if you don't care about your skaking revealing part of the backround, which
obviously you don't since you already reveal it at the bottom of the stage.
- Unused sprites (1,5 is a an obvious one, but sadly 99,0 would have been nice).
- Sparkles on both sides of the cross stop suddenly and stay in one location for a while.
- Looks bad either way you slice it since if they are in the air being still if off, and if
they are supposed to be "on the walls" then they would need a different delta.

Messatsu Temple by profylebryon

Graphics
Coding
Overall
TOTAL

Cybaster
3
3
2.5
8.5

ExShadow
3.5
3.5
3.5
10.5

Tamez
4
4
2
10

TOTAL
10.5
10.5
8
29

Cybaster’s comments :
- Why is the name in CAPS LOCK ?
- The Evil Ryu animation should start a little later and be much faster. He's punching the ground in slow motion.
- There should be a huge shaking and some special FX when he hits the ground.
- Fire loops correctly, but is boring graphically-wise IMO.
- Base code was generated with my stage tool, rest of the code is nothing fancy : anims and a little BGCtrl for
the shaking. No problem.
- Stage was created from a big image, so I understand layers are not separated. Still lacks a lot of depth.
- Overall, nothing bad, just an average stage.

ExShadow’s comments :
+ Nice concept and sense of originality.
+ Okay execution.
+ Good camera movement.
+ The heat effect on the floor is nice.
- I would have liked it more if the ground shook as soon as Ryu hit it. It would have been nice if after a while
Ryu starts moving and to somewhere off the screen instead of staying in that lifeless pose.
- I don't like how the fire is mirror tiled.
- You could have applied some kind of tint to blend the characters a little into the fire environment.

Tamez’ comments :
- Fire starts too soon, no real buildup.
- Shaking starts too late. Not much reason to delay it as there's no change to justify it.

Enter the Ring by Djoulz

Graphics
Coding
Overall
TOTAL

Cybaster
3.5
3.4
3.6
10.5

ExShadow
3
3
3
9

Tamez
4
4
2
10

TOTAL
10.5
10.4
8.6
29.5

Cybaster’s comments :
- Nothing very fancy coding of graphically-wise, but mostly executed flawlessly.
- Floortension value is too low for my tastes. I don't like how the camera follows the chars each time they jump.
- Many animations, and they're cool.
- The "don't do this at home" is acutally an instance where using "window" and some velocity could have been
useful. Whatever, not a big deal.
- If possible (not sure), I would have made it so the chars can't go so close to the ropes.
- What could have been super cool would have been to have a referee (or use the cameraman) and have his
head turn depending on where the chars are on the stage, using the delta trick (think about SFZ3 train station
stage by KFM).

ExShadow’s comments :
+ Good concept idea, however lacks originality.
+ I like the moving and animated text in the back.
- Okay camera movement, but needs more vertical follow and floor tension.
- Don't be lazy with the name, take out the stages/.def.

Tamez’ comments :
- Boundhigh is wrong (-168).
- Some stage items unnecessarily masked.
- Front rope delta is wrong.
- BGCtrl error. Videoman's last action happens the same time as the global looptime. So he doesn't get to
perform it. This is visible in the stage. Either one of two things needs to happen. If you don't want the stop in
the middle at 1700, then make a new animation that will have the videoman be at the same frame when he
gets to the middle as the first frame of anim 12. This new anim will be the one you change into at 1500. If you
do want the stop at 1700, then make a higher looptime.

Tenkaichi Budokai by Human

Graphics
Coding
Overall
TOTAL

Cybaster
3.9
3.1
3.6
10.6

ExShadow
2.8
2.5
2.7
8

Tamez
4
2
3
9

TOTAL
10.7
7.6
9.3
27.6

Cybaster’s comments :
- We can clearly see the stage is not finished, but it's really on for a very good start. :) Loving the chibi graphics
and creative animations here. Well, most of my comments will be obvious since the stage isn't finished, but
whatever...
- Boundhigh is not set correctly. Stage is not symmetric, resetbg should be set to 0.
- Satan and the referee should be put more in the BG, not in the middle of the fight. They also lack shadows.
- The anim with Kame Sennin is looping (when he gets hit), but not Bulma (she only hits him the first time).
- Future Trunks doesn't make much sense IMO. If you're gonna keep him, have the power FX be transparent by
making it flicker old-school style (appears only one over two ticks).
- Could have a char or two turn their head depending on where the chars are, using the delta trick.
- Needs a fade.range for the shadows, as they appear in the sky when chars jump high. Actually, I'd even put
the shadows the other way round, pointing towards the bottom.
- A sun in the sky and a few birds could be cool.

ExShadow’s comments :
+ Although the stage is solid, I honestly was not impressed.
- You could have added a slight delta to the temple in the back to add a bit more depth.
- A lot of unneeded text left in the .def file.
- What's with the uncropped sprites in the .sff file? Crop your damn sprites.

Tamez’ comments :
- Boundleft and right are uneven.
- Boundhigh is wrong (-150), it's a DBZ stage, surely you could have had someone fly up there...
- Needs better verticalflollow and floortension.
- Shadows should disappear faster.

Aquarium (OMK) by Margatroid(RC)

Graphics
Coding
Overall
TOTAL

Cybaster
4.2
4.7
4.2
13.1

ExShadow
3.6
3.9
3.9
11.4

Tamez
4
3
4
11

TOTAL
11.8
11.6
12.1
35.5

Cybaster’s comments :
- Tested full version in 1.0.
- Not much to critic, this stage is splendid. It doesn't make much sense to have the Meta transformation
without chars using Meta, but who cares, it's wonderful. :D Animations are gorgeous, stage is very colorful
(albeit too much in Meta LOL), the animations are very long and there are many of them, and they've been
coded very well, with good deltas and all.
- In normal, some fishes in the middle (that go to the left then to the right) shake strangely at some point when
going back to the right. There may be a misalignement in sprites somewhere.
- I'd actually think the skeleton fishes in Meta mode would follow the exact same motion as the big ones in
normal mode ?
- Sprites are not completely cropped in the SFF.

ExShadow’s comments :
+/- While the concept of the stage is nice, it lacks originality.
+ Nice execution.
+ I like how you made more than one .def for the different versions of the stage.
+ I know you are liking that aliasing trick. It's pretty neat.
- There are a few misaligned sprites.
- What's with the uncropped sprites in the .sff file? Crop your damn sprites.
- Okay camera movement, but needs more vertical follow and floor tension. As it is now, the characters reach
the top of the screen before they reach the top of the stage.

Tamez’ comments :
- RGB not optimal.
- Needs floortension.
- Low FPS for me (30-35).
- Bad deltas one some fish.

RANKINGS !!!!
17. SXVector
16. Markpachi
15. Flamekyo
14. Basara
13. Pal
12. Human
11. profylebryon
10. Djoulz
9. xX-Nero-Xx
8. DrStrange
7. LM_MAVERIK
6. NoZ
5. Jeanbureau
4. evilakuma1000

AND THE WINNER IS !!!

3. davismaximus

2. Margatroid(RC)

1. Caddie

